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a b s t r a c t

Dowel-type fasteners in combination with steel plates are widely used in engineered timber structures.
Since dowel groups are designed as semi-rigid connections subjected to an arbitrary set of internal forces,
the corresponding structural behaviour of the surrounding timber matrix must be considered in the
design process accordingly, including the effect of reinforcements. Corresponding stress states and failure
mechanisms in the timber matrix of dowel groups are discussed herein. Surface strain fields from tests of
dowel groups under complex loading situations were used to identify the sequence of cracking, as well as
to assign the related failure modes. First cracking events were caused by stress peaks at the most loaded
dowels and by a combination of shear stresses and stresses perpendicular to the grain, while later crack-
ing events were associated with a predominant action of individual stress components. Thus, the non-
linear global moment-relative rotation behaviour of dowel groups could be related to failure mechanisms
in the surrounding timber matrix. The corresponding strain state was qualitatively as well as quantita-
tively reproduced by means of a numerical model, which gave access to stresses in the timber matrix
and has potential to be implemented as a sub-model in engineering design software. The numerical
model supported the feasibility of a decomposition of the stress state due to the global bending moment
into stresses caused by a couple of equal forces parallel and perpendicular to the grain, which could be
used in the design process. Based on experimental and numerical findings, essential aspects for a design
procedure for the timber matrix in dowel groups loaded by a combination of internal forces are proposed.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Connections are highly relevant for the integrity of timber
structures. Despite of the variability of geometrical, physical and
mechanical properties of their components, for simplicity, design
rules (see e.g. the European design standard Eurocode 5 (EC5)
[1]) either focus on specific uniform loading situations of connec-
tions or on the load-carrying and failure characteristics of single
members. In practical applications however, often a general load-
ing situation in terms of simultaneously acting internal forces is
encountered, which leads to a non-uniform distribution and some-
times non-linear load redistribution among the fasteners [2,3], and
consequently, will affect the stress state in the timber matrix. The
European timber engineering design standard does not provide
design rules for such load situations, but specifies general princi-

ples and requirements, such as that the analysis of a connection shall
take into account the behaviour of all the elements which constitute
the connection (see section 5.3 in [1]). Besides the fasteners, the
surrounding timber matrix in connections is an essential con-
stituent for a sound load transfer.

Previous studies most commonly were driven by the design
concept of existing standards, and therefore, concentrated on glo-
bal effects of independently acting external forces via groups of
dowel-type fasteners: (a) tensile normal force according to EC5
[1], Appendix A [4–12]; (b) tensile forces acting perpendicular or
at an arbitrary angle to the grain according to EC5 [1], sections 6.5
and 8.1.4 [13,14]; and (c) bending moments in the context of
traditional frame corners [15–21]. Aspects of probability and relia-
bility [6,22] were taken into account in accordance with the con-
cept of EC5 mostly restricted to the elastic domain. Digital image
correlation (DIC) methods were used to support the interpretation
of test data and gave indirect insight into stress states in
connections [23].
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Premature brittle failure below the ultimate load carrying
capacity of the single dowels has initiated the application of rein-
forcing elements in order to enhance the load bearing capacity of
the timber matrix and to ensure a ductile response of the connec-
tion. Ductility of connections in timber structures [17,24–27] is
essential in order to reduce stress concentrations. This is particu-
larly desired in earthquake situations but can also considerably
enhance the economic efficiency of timber structures in general.
As regards the load carrying capacity of single dowel-type fasten-
ers, plasticity is already taken into account in their design
[1,28–30]. However, brittle failure at the quasi-elastic limit of
groups of dowel-type fasteners, such as block shear and shear plug
failure modes, dominates the design of connections and the present
version of EC5 does not provide rules for the design of reinforce-
ments, which would allow exploiting the full plastic capacity of
connections [27]. Different strategies of reinforcements have
initiated discussion on tolerable cracks and crack widths, corre-
sponding structural systems and their impact on the global load-
deformation characteristics and failure mechanisms of connections
[31–33].

In order to enhance the current understanding of stress states
and failure mechanisms of the surrounding timber matrix in dowel
groups under complex loading situations, combined experimental
and numerical investigations are presented herein. At the begin-
ning of this paper, an extensive testing program for dowel groups
is presented. Dowel groups were subjected to bending moments
as well as to a combined loading by a bending moment and a nor-
mal force. Surface deformation measurements by means of digital
image correlation (DIC) gave insight into the strain state in the
timber matrix and the history of failure mechanisms for different
loading situations. The objective of this work is to identify the
mechanisms behind the global phenomena at various load levels.
Subsequently, a numerical modelling approach is presented and
validated by means of experiments. The numerical modelling
aimed at revealing causal mechanical relationships between the
global loading and corresponding strains and stresses in the sur-
rounding timber matrix along the non-linear path of the system
response. The model was created in commercial, engineering Finite
Element Method (FEM) software. A realistic load distribution
among the dowels is a prerequisite for the verification of the
timber matrix. For this purpose, a numerical model based on single
dowel slip curves for various load-to-grain orientations in a non-
cracked surrounding timber matrix was used herein [3]. Such a
model gives access to the load distribution even in the plastic
domain.

Based on the knowledge of the stress states and failure
mechanisms, essential aspects for a design procedure for the
timber matrix in dowel groups loaded by a combination of internal
forces are proposed. The influence of reinforcements on the stress
states and failure mechanisms is taken into account as well.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes mate-
rials and methods as well as main findings of dowel connection
tests. In Section 3, the experimentally observed behaviour of the
timber matrix is discussed in detail. Numerical simulations and
modelling supported interpretation of test data are subsequently
discussed in Section 4. Recommendations for a design procedure
are proposed in Section 5, before the paper is concluded in
Section 6.

2. Experimental tests and main findings

2.1. Material and methods

2.1.1. Dowel group specimens
The layout of dowel groups in timber engineering is subjected

to a big variety. The set of experimental investigations has been

Fig. 1. Layout of dowel groups (geometry in mm) with reinforcements (SFS WR-T,
d = 9 mm, L = 500 mm) against splitting perpendicular to the grain: (a) rectangular
dowel group, (b) circular dowel group, (c) cross-section and (d) rectangular dowel
group with additional reinforcement near the contact element.
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